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I do not recommend this DLC because it may ruin your newbie experience with the game. This DLC is not even required
because everything in this DLC can be acquired in the actual game if you spent enough time to get gold and buy chests. If you
have this, don't install it because once installed it makes in-game gold absolutely useless, meaning this dlc automatically unlocks
everything in the game that most of us, like me, have spent hours and months grinding and opening chests to find these items.
This is equivalent to starting the game with the ultimate weapon, well not really but do you want to give an impression that this
game is easy but only because you were blind-sided by the fact that it's because this DLC provides you with good cards at the
very start of the game? This is exactly how I feel about this DLC, nothing else but a cheap way to ruin your in game experience.
If you just don't care and want to play with these cards immediately then go for it. It's just that this DLC makes the game very
easy. Yes I'm well aware it is Free to download but this is a trap. Don't ruin your experience playing this game with this DLC.
Although there is nothing wrong with the DLC, DO NOT DOWNLOAD because once installed, you can't turn back unless you
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create a new account and disable the DLC. And creating a new account as of now is an extreme hassle. What i do recommend is
beating the game FIRST, then when you have nothing else to do go ahead and install this DLC. Like I said before, it ruins the
game experience for NEWBIES, not well-knowledge players or veterans.. I do not recommend this DLC because it may ruin
your newbie experience with the game. This DLC is not even required because everything in this DLC can be acquired in the
actual game if you spent enough time to get gold and buy chests. If you have this, don't install it because once installed it makes
in-game gold absolutely useless, meaning this dlc automatically unlocks everything in the game that most of us, like me, have
spent hours and months grinding and opening chests to find these items. This is equivalent to starting the game with the ultimate
weapon, well not really but do you want to give an impression that this game is easy but only because you were blind-sided by
the fact that it's because this DLC provides you with good cards at the very start of the game? This is exactly how I feel about
this DLC, nothing else but a cheap way to ruin your in game experience. If you just don't care and want to play with these cards
immediately then go for it. It's just that this DLC makes the game very easy. Yes I'm well aware it is Free to download but this
is a trap. Don't ruin your experience playing this game with this DLC. Although there is nothing wrong with the DLC, DO NOT
DOWNLOAD because once installed, you can't turn back unless you create a new account and disable the DLC. And creating a
new account as of now is an extreme hassle. What i do recommend is beating the game FIRST, then when you have nothing else
to do go ahead and install this DLC. Like I said before, it ruins the game experience for NEWBIES, not well-knowledge players
or veterans.. I got it as part of the Deluxe edition. Lots of OP cards make this game easier, i kinda like it. Buy only if ur
struggling on normal game, otherwise its probably going to be to easy for you.. I got it as part of the Deluxe edition. Lots of OP
cards make this game easier, i kinda like it. Buy only if ur struggling on normal game, otherwise its probably going to be to easy
for you.
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